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Abstract:
Using a Woods-Saxon potential, equilibrium deformations are obtained by the Strutinsky shell-correction method. Deformation parameters Bz and ,Qb of the ground state and the shape isomeric slate are extracted for all actinide nuclei. It is shown that the connection of pz and #I4 with the multipole moments Q2 and Q4 is not so trivial as sometimes assumed in the literature. The moments of inertia -taken at the same deformations -are evaluated within the cranking model. Their dependence on deformation and temperature (excitation energy) is discussed; the rigid body values are demonstrated to be reached both for large deformations and large temperatures.
Where available, experimental data are compared; the agreement is generally very good.
Introduction
The experimental information on the actinide nuclei is increasing. Ground-state quadrupole and hexadecapole moments of twelve actinide nuclei were recently measured '). Rotational spectra built on the lowest Of state of two fission isomers have been observed *, ' ). The moments of inertia which are an indirect estimate of the deformations, are deduced. There is some hope for a more direct measurement of the quadrupole moment in the isomeric state "). Therefore, it seems useful to provide experimentalists with systematic tables of deformations and moments of inertia for the actinide region. Our calculations are an extension of those done by Gdtz et al. 5) , who restricted themselves to the ground states in the rare earth region.
The shell-correction approach of Strutinsky has provided an economical method to calculate deformation energy surfaces of nuclei 6* '). The lowest local minimum of the surface of a given nucleus is identified with its ground state, and the next higher local minimum with its (fission) isomeric state. Both these minima are stable with respect to left-right '* ") and axial lo, 11) asymmetry of the shape. Thus in this paper we restrict ourselves to axial and left-right symmetric shapes, i.e. to an elongation (c) and a neck formation (12) parameter. For details of the shape parametrisation we refer to refs. 7, I').
The shell model eigenvalues, to which we apply the shell-correction method, are calculated with an average potential of the Woods-Saxon type with a constant and deformation-independent skin thickness 7*12). Adding these shell corrections to the liquid drop energy, whose parameters are given by Pauli and Ledergerber i3), we obtain the total deformation energy. By minimizing this energy we find the corresponding equilibrium deformation parameters (c, h). Finally we calculate the quadrupole (Q,) and hexadecapole moments (Q,) of the proton and neutron density distributions of these deformations. We discuss in subsect. 2.1 the connection between the moments Q2, Q4 and the deformation of the potential. We show that care should be taken in relating the moments QZ , Q4 of the nucleon distributions to parameters /IZ, f14 extracted from the deformation of the potential. The single-particle wave functions and energies at the two minima are furthermore used for calculating the moments of inertia by the cranking model 14). Special interest is paid to the dependence of the moments of inertia on the pairing interaction strength and on the temperature of excited nuclei. These dependences are discussed and illustrated in subsect. 2.2.
A compilation of the results is presented in sect. 3 in the form of large tables. The results are compared to the available experimental data and a nice agreement is found.
Discussion of qualitative features of the nuclear moments
The shell-correction calculations with a deformed Woods-Saxon potential and the definition of the nuclear shape in terms of an elongation (c) and a neck parameter (h) have been described in detail 7, 12) and need not be repeated here. All single-particle wave functions and energies are calculated with parameters appropriate for 240Pu; the potential energy surfaces of all other actinide nuclei are then obtained by A' scaling of the single-particle levels '). In table 1 we give the Woods-Saxon potential parameters of 240Pu used in the present calculations; they are the same as in ref. 12 ). The pairing interaction is of special importance for the quantities considered here. For the moments of inertia, we use the temperature dependent BCS formalism for which we refer to refs. 1 ', ' "), The pairing strength G is given by ')
where the average level density Lj(i_) at the Fermi energy (different for neutrons and protons) can be obtained from the energy spectrum by the Strutinsky averaging procedure "). The average pairing gap 2 and the energy interval R depend on the mass number A as
where we chose the constant c, = 12 MeV for both neutrons and protons as in previous calculations '). Since s"(n) is almost independent of the nuclear deformation, through eq. (1) also the pairing strength G is essentially constant. It has been argued r '), however, that G should be proportional to the nuclear surface area S. Such a dependence can easily be obtained in our treatment replacing 2 in eq. 
where 2 O is given as in eq. (2) and SO is the surface area of the spherical nucleus.
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Gp cod a) Gn const In order to demonstrate the effect of this surface dependence on the pairing gaps, we show in fig. 1 for 240Pu the gaps A,, and A,, as functions of the deformation parameter c (along h = 0). The shell structure in the local density is clearly reflected;
especially in A,, we see the ground-state minimum (c x 1.2) and the isomer minimum (c z 1.4). The difference between the two cases G = constant, G K S increases with deformation.
While it is negligible in the ground-state region (c z 1.2) and about 15 "/, at the second minimum (c z 1.4) it amounts to around 30 7; at the outer fission barrier (c z 1.6). The influence of this increase on the moments of inertia will be discussed in subsect. 2.2 below. rms radii in fm, axis ratios qn and qp as defined in eq. (6), reduced quadrupole moments in fm' and hexadecapole moments in fm4.
THE MULTIPOLE MOMENTS AT THE EQUILIBRIUM DEFORMATIONS
The multipole moments Q, and the rms radius rrms of an arbitrary density distribution p(r) are defined as (4
MOMENTS OF INERTIA
We also define a generalized axis ratio q,
where X, y, z are Cartesian coordinates; in eqs. (4) and (5), I' = ~'x'+y'+z~ and 9 is the azimuthal angle of the radius vector I'.
Within the independent particle model, the density P(Y) for neutrons or protons ' is defined in terms of the single-particle wavefunctions V,(Y) as
where vi" are the usual BCS occupation probabilities. For some selected actinide nuclei at ground-state and shape-isomeric deformations, we have calculated the above moments for protons and neutrons from the wave functions. The results are presented in table 2; the moments Q, are divided by the respective nucleon numbers in order to make the dependence on the deformation clearer. (The fission isomers are denoted by an asterisk.)
The nuclear radii at the ground states are known 1 ') to be approximately proportional to A+. By fitting the rms radii in table 2 with the formula @Q = Js(rf~,)" = rg)A+ (z = n, p),
we find that, indeed, with the values i-p' = 1.20 fm, r&j = 1.23 fm,
the rms radii of all ground states in table 2 are reproduced within 1 %. The agreement of the proton radius y0 (') -1 20 fm with electron scattering data ' ') and the existence -.
of a "neutron skin" which leads to a slightly larger radius r,$"' are a consequence of the fact that we have used the droplet model predictions of Myers 20) for the parameters of the WoodsSaxon potential. Knowing the values (9) of r g' which fit the rms radii eq. (5) one could expect that the reduced proton moments Qg/Z and Q$Z are smaller than the corresponding neutron moments. However, the numbers in table 2 show that just the opposite is true: both reduced moments are considerably larger for protons than for the neutrons. Since the deformation of the average nuclear potential by definition is the same for protons and neutrons, this effect can only be due to the Coulomb field: it pushes the protons away from each other and enlarges the average deformation of the charge distribution. This is also reflected in the axis ratios q,. This effect of the Coulomb field has to be taken into account, if one wants to relate the theoretical ground-state deformations of the average potential directly to the measured multipole moments without going over the single-particle wave functions in + We will use indices n and p for neutrons and protons only where it is necessary.
eq. (7). Since such a procedure has been used frequently in the literature, we will discuss it here in some more detail.
In fact, one can avoid the use of the wave functions in eq. (7) in calculating the multipole moments (4) if one makes use of the approximate self-consistency of the shell model wave functions at equilibrium deformations, which means that the density distributions follow closely the average potential at these points '* r8). Thus one often parametrizes the density (7) by a smooth distribution p"(r) (e.g. of the Fermi type) with a half-density radius R,(9) which for axially and left-right symmetric deformations can be delined as (10) 1=2,4,...
The constant 6, in eq. (10) is determined as a function of /?1 by the volume conservation condition.
Assuming a constant "sharp surface" radial distribution p(r), the moments DZ and o4 (for protons) are given by 0, = J* ZR;{~2+0.360~:+0.967~2~4+0.328~~ lr +0.023&-0.021fl;+0.499fi;p4}, 
(We use here the symbols 0, to make a distinction from the actual moments Q, obtained with the wave functions, i.e. with eqs. (7) and (4).) Eqs. (11) and (12) are exact up to terms of order /?z, /?i, /3$ pi, etc.
In the appendix, we derive the analogous formulae for o1 for a Fermi type distribution p"(y). We show there, too, that the dependence of On on the surface thickness a of this distribution is not unique and that one therefore can use the case a = 0, which leads to eqs. (11) and (12) without loosing accuracy.
In order to relate the parameters b2 and p4 (for & = fls = . . . = 0) with the deformation parameters c and h actually used in our calculations, we used the method presented by Pauli 12 ) which up to deformations of the second minimum in the actinides agrees closely with the slightly different method used by Giitz et aE. ').
Instead of using different deformations for protons and neutrons, we tried to account for the Coulomb effect discussed above by renormalizing the proton radius RF', when using eqs. (11) and (12) for the multipole moments. For the same cases as in table 2 we calculated the moments 0, and Q", with the radii r$" = 1.27 fm, rg' = 1.23 fm,
and Rg' = rg' A". The results are shown in The radius constants r,,(r) of eq. (13) Strictly speaking, one should also take this Coulomb effect into account in calculating the liquid drop model (LDM) part of the deformation energy. It is however not clear to which extent the surface energy would be increased by an enlarged deformation of the protons only, and therefore the balance of the surface and Coulomb energies might shift the equilibrium deformation in either direction. We expect, though, that this shift would be small in the region of nuclei considered in this paper, since the LDM energy is quite flat here and the equilibrium shapes are mainly deter-mined by the shell-correction part of the total energy. In any case, such a change would affect both the equilibrium parameters f12 and the charge quadrupole moments Q 23 and our conclusions drawn about their relation would essentially remain the same.
The hexadecapole moments G, in table 3 do not reproduce the exact values of  table 2 as well as the quadrupole moments; especially the neutron moments are off in some cases by more than 40 %. Thus the self-consistency argument is not valid for the hexadecapole moments. For the protons, the discrepancy between & and Q4 is however not larger than M 8 %, which, in view of the numerical error discussed below, is still a sufficient accuracy.
We should finally point out that, in addition to the above discussed errors which are inherent in the single-particle model used, some numerical errors may occur in the extraction of the equilibrium deformations due to the graphical interpolation of the potential energy surfaces 'I I'). For the values of /12, these errors are not larger than E 2 %; the /I4 values are, however, less accurate due to the softness of the energy surfaces in the p4 direction I'). Thus the absolute error in p4 is estimated to be kO.005 at the ground states and kO.01 at the isomeric states. Regarding the partially small values of p4, this may imply rather large relative errors in some cases.
In view of these numerical uncertainties in the values of /I2 and /14, we can thus conclude that one may use the relations (11) and (12) together with the radii constants (13) to calculate the charge multipole moments directly from the equilibrium deformations of the potential. In detailed comparisons with the experiment, however, it might be wise to calculate the moments from the actual proton distributions, as is done in sect. 3 below.
Using the single-particle energies si and wave functions vi(r) at a given deformation, the moments of inertia can be calculated within the cranking model 14). In the temperature-dependent BCS formalism the moments of inertia $1, and yL for rotation around the symmetry (z-) axis and around an axis perpendicular to it, are given by Grin '") (see also ref. ')) as (144
In these equations, Ei are the quasi-particle energies and ni, Vi the BCS occupation numbers, while j, is the x-component of the angular momentum operator and oi the eigenvalue of its z-component j, (which commutes with the single-particle
Hamilto- nian) in the ith state. In the limit T = 0, the parallel moment disappears, i.e. #,, = 0.
Also, the second term of the perpendicular moment y1 vanishes in this limit, while the first term of $I reduces to the usual cranking model expression.
The pairing dependence of f1 at zero temperature is illustrated in fig. 2 for a series of isotopes of Th, U, Pu, and Cm. The neutron pairing strength c, in eq. (2) The deformation dependence of the pairing strength discussed above is therefore important for the moments of inertia. The size of the effect is shown in fig. 3 . The deformation-dependent pairing strength decreases &I by z 3 % at the ground-state deformation (c M 1.2) and by 7-8 % at a typical isomer deformation (c E 1.4). As we shall see below, this difference is not large enough to decide on the deformation dependence of pairing by using the experimental results of gL. It has been argued 24, 2 ") that for a system of independent particles in a deformed well, the moments of inertia should approach their rigid body values in the limit of large nucleon numbers. The latter are defined by
c where P(Y) is given by eq. (7). "Large nucleon numbers" can here be substituted by 18) "nuclei without shell structure".
Once this is realized, the behaviour of fl,, and %I discussed in the following can easily be understood.
For a few typical deformations of 240Pu, y,,/yb" and fJfy are plotted in figs. 4a and 4b as functions of the temperature T. Asymptotic values are reached for T 2 2 MeV when the shell effects have disappeared. In spite of the strong deformation dependence, these limits are within 2-3 % equal to the rigid body values of eqs. (15) .
The sharp increase in the region T M 0.2-0.5 MeV is due to the disappearance of the gaps in this interval. As soon as A,, = A,, = 0, we have a system of independent particles still containing some shell structure. Above the critical temperature T z 0.5 MeV, the rigid body value is essentially reached, except for the small deformations (see curves I and A) for which a higher temperature is needed to wash out the shell effects ' 6, 18). The rigid body value of &I is also reached at zero temperature in the limit of large deformations. This is demonstrated in fig. 5 , where 6,. for 240Pu is plotted as a function of the elongation parameter c. The shell structure at small deformations is clearly seen. The bumps around the deformations of the two minima (c z 1.2 and 1.4) are due to the low level density leading to small pairing gaps which because of the approximate inverse proportionality in turn produce large $I values. At large deformations, the rigid body value is approached although the pairing correlation still is present. This indicates that a nucleus without shell structure has a rigid body moment of inertia; the important assumption is not that the system consists of independent particles.
Since quantum mechanically a rotation around the symmetry axis is not possible, the discussion above does not hold for the parallel moment da at T = 0. The deformation parameters c, h and /Z2, fi.+ are connected as described in the text. The absolute error is 50.004 in p2 and -CO.005 in /? .,. The moments jI are in units of fiZ/MeV; their absolute error is z 2-3 units.
Nevertheless,
it reaches the rigid body value at large temperatures (see fig. 4a ). This is explained by the fact that the time spent in non-symmetric orbitals increases with temperature, although the heating of a nucleus does not on the average destroy its symmetry.
Instead of using the wave functions in the definition ofp(v), eq. (7), one can evaluate the rigid body moments (15) again from a smooth density distribution in a similar way as we did it above for the multipole moments. Expressing the corresponding values by the quantities defined above in eqs. (5) and (11) , we obtain $,, = $4(&f&,
where (r') is the mean square radius obtained for the smooth distribution p"(r), too. We found that eqs. (16) with the radii (13) reproduce the actual rigid body values (15) to within 2-3 %. Table 4 gives the deformation parameters (c, 12) and (pz, p4) and moments of inertia Bl(r = 0) for nuclei with 208 5 A 5 266 in their ground states, thus including the transition region between lead and actinides. We note that the transition between spherical and well deformed nuclei occurs at neutron numbers N x 130. There the values of fiz suddenly change from 0.0 to 0.2-0.3 and stay around these values for the heavier nuclei. The parameter f14 rises to z 0.1 around N = 136 and falls then off rather slowly.
Results and comparison with experiment

GROUND STATES
Only a few ground-state deformations of actinide nuclei are experimentally known '). Although we have concluded in subsect. 2.1 that the deformation parameters (p,, fi4) of the potential may be used to calculate the moments Q2 and Q4, provided that the radius R, in eqs. (11) and (12) is suitably chosen (eq. 13), we want to compare the experimental moments with those obtained from the wave functions (see table 2 ). Fig. 6a shows the quadrupole moments.
The theoretical values are systematically 2-5 'A larger than the experimental ones. As the error in the theoretical numbers is 2-3 y0 (see subsect. 2.1), the agreement is very good. The hexadecapole moments are compared in fig. 6b . Here the agreement is not as striking as for the quadrupole moments. The systematic behaviour of the theoretical numbers is much smoother and falls off much slower with A than the experimental values. Still, for all cases except the Cm isotopes the theoretical values lie within the experimental error limits, which however are quite large and increase for the heavier nuclei. Since also the theoretical relative errors in Q4 are largest for the Cm isotopes due to the small values of p4 (see tables 3 and 4), the general agreement is still satisfactory. The same quality of agreement as ours displayed in figs. 6a and 6b is also reached in recent self-consistent calculations with a density-dependent effective nucleonnucleon interaction "). The moments of inertia yL at the ground states can be extracted from the experimental rotational spectra. These are usually parametrized by expanding the energy in powers of its total angular momentum squared,
In the pure rotational model, b is zero and a is equal to h2/2#, . In table 5 we list  these experimental  quantities together with &L from table 4 for all deformed doubly even nuclei whose ground-state rotational bands have been measured 28). In fig. 7 the ratios between calculated and experimental moments are plotted. The results of two recent publications ' 9* 30) utilizing the modified harmonic oscillator are also shown for comparison. Our results deviate most strongly from the experiment in the Ra and the lighter Th isotopes. We note from table 5, however, that there is a clear correlation between these discrepancies and the b-values of the same nuclei. For those nuclei with A < 238, h is larger than 40 eV/h4. This indicates that the rotational model and therefore the cranking model begin to be inappropriate for these nuclei. From table 4 we see also, that they are less deformed than the typical rotational actinides. For the X---* present talc. rest of the nuclei, the agreement is quite satisfactory; in all cases where b is less than 10 eV/h4, the discrepancy between our results and the experiment is less than 20 %. On the average, our results are 5-10 % too large. This is in contrast to the results by Sobiczewski et al. 30), w tc h' h on the average are 15-20 % too small. With the same single-particle potential but a somewhat different treatment of the BCS pairing, Krumlinde 29) obtained results S-10 % too low.
The main differences in the theoretical predictions come from the choice of the pairing strength. As we have discussed in subsect. 2.2, the strong dependence of yL on the pairing gaps would make it easy to fit the pairing parameters to obtain a better agreement. Instead, we tried to see how well we can reproduce the experiments with only one parameter. Considering this, our results are quite satisfying. In fact, the simplified treatment of the pairing effects probably makes it unreasonable to do more detailed fits of the pairing parameters. A recent investigation 31) shows that the quadrupole components of the pairing interaction may not be neglected in calculations of moments of inertia. Also the effect of the rotation on the pairing interaction should be taken into account. This gives rise to a correction to the cranking model expression (14b), the so-called Migdal term. It is shown 3 ') that this term might be comparable to the discrepancies between experiment and the simple cranking model results.
ISOMERlC STATES
For the second minima we give in 
Summary
Strutinsky's shell-correction method is used to obtain the equilibrium points of the energy surface for all actinide nuclei. The average single-particle potential applied is a deformed Woods-Saxon well of constant skin thickness; the same potential parameters and pairing strength have been used as in earlier calculations 5, '). We study the relation between the multipole moments obtained either from the wave functions or from the deformation of the average potential. We see that care should be taken in relating the parameters pZ, p4 to the moments Q2, Q4 of the charge distribution, because the Coulomb field appears to enlarge the deformation. Moments of inertia are evaluated within the cranking model. Their dependence on temperature and deformation is investigated. In particular it is shown that the rigid body value is approached in the limit of both large temperatures and large (elongational) deformations.
Extensive tables of deformation parameters p2 and /I4 and of moments of inertia $1 are given at ground states and isomeric states of actjnide nuclei. Comparison with available experimental data is made. The agreement is very good, considering the fact that no parameter has been changed to improve the results. For some typical nuclei, we predict the values of Q2 and Q4 also at the second minimum, in the hope that the Q, values soon will be measured.
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Part of this work was done at the Niels Bohr Institute (M.B.), at the Weizmann Institute (T.L.) and at Nordita (A.S.J.). The hospitality and the financial support at these institutes is gratefully acknowledged. We are therefore left with an ambiguity in the dependence of the moments on on the diffuseness parameter d even to lowest order. This reflects that the deformation parameters pi can be defined in different ways. They are not measurable quantities but can only be obtained indirectly through relations to the moments Qz. Thus the ambiguity discussed above means that they are not well defined to a percentage accuracy better than around d. Consequently, the dependence of oA on dis not unique and one does not lose anything using expressions like eqs. (11) and (12) .
